
100% Decrease
in Overhead, Employment 
Tax, Health Insurance, 401K

“Since I've been using LeanLaw, I see the difference: easy access to and accuracy of the retainers. On every invoice we show the retainer 
balance to the client. LeanLaw is very user-friendly.”

• LeanLaw’s custom fields puts the retainer balance on client invoices

• Matter-based retainers streamline accounting

• Mobile app for timekeeping for attorneys on the go

Benefits of LeanLaw

Rust Law solves IOLTA, ditches MyCase, and gains law firm accounting expert

3X Faster
Decrease in time to Collect
(from 46 to 14 days!)

The Challenge

Lisa Keele was tasked with replacing the law firm bookkeeper who had recommended MyCase to the law firm six months prior. MyCase served 
them well in some aspects, but not for accounting. “The retainers were even more messed up than before. The financial workflow of the law 
firm was left very neglected.” Lisa was in a jam.

The idea of switching from practice management software to best in breed legal billing software was not on her radar. IOLTA trust accounting 
needed to be stabilized. Lisa needed a law firm accounting expert.

The Solution

Thanks to an online search, Rust Law found Geoff Burns, a LeanLaw Accounting Pro. Geoff is QuickBooks ProAdvisor, an expert in LeanLaw 
software (a premier app for QuickBooks) and a bookkeeper who specializes in legal accounting. The prerequisite to working with him was moving 
to LeanLaw.

Geoff and LeanLaw keep Rust Law in compliance with ABA rules. Peace of mind with regard to the accuracy of the retainers is a big value for Lisa. 
Since LeanLaw is matter-based, the retainers are much easier to parse. The clients receive invoices with their trust balance in the memo field. There 
are no accounting surprises - for the law firm or their clients. An added bonus: 100% reduction in office space, health care and employment tax 
from outsourcing to Geoff.

- LISA KEELE, LAW FIRM ADMINISTRATOR

www.leanlaw.co

Immediate Payment 
Thanks to Retainers


